INTEGRATING HIV/AIDS AND ALCOHOL RESEARCH M ost people who are at risk for HIV infection also consume alcohol. Alcohol use and misuse play an important role in the acquisition, progression, and transmission of HIV, as well as in treatment adherence. According to Drs. Kendall J. Bryant, Steve Nelson, R. Scott Braithwaite, and Deidra Roach, it is crucial to bring the two fields of alcohol and HIV research together and to integrate behavioral and biological research to identify strategies to prevent the spread of HIV infection in alcohol abusing populations. Equally important are efforts to improve the oftenineffective treatment of patients with HIV/AIDS and alcohol problems and to strengthen translational research in order to effectively implement promising approaches on a large scale. (pp. 167-178) HIV T he combined effects of alcoholism and HIV infection on the brain's structure, chemistry, and function are devastating, and it is suggested that the damage is particularly prominent in patients whose HIV infection has progressed to AIDS. In this article, Ms. Margaret J. Rosenbloom, Drs. Edith V. Sullivan, and Adolf Pfefferbaum summarize the findings of neuroimaging studies using noninvasive magnetic resonance (MR) technologies for in vivo examination of brain structure (i.e., conventional magnetic resonance imaging [MRI] ), white matter fiber integrity (i.e., MR diffusion tensor imaging [DTI]), and brain chemistry (i.e., MR spectroscopy [MRS]) in people with both alcoholism and HIV infection compared with single diagnosis groups and unaffected control subjects. These studies support the hypothesis that alcoholism is a major risk factor for the development of brain abnormalities in people with HIV infection. (pp. 247-257) 
